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PREFACE
Similar to other countries, the economy of Serbia is developing in a
vortex of many circumstances and social processes, some of which are its
own, whereas some belong to world realities and flows.
To research and examine the contemporary “walk to future” of Serbia,
in accordance with actual possibilities for its involvement into the entity of
capital and of modern democracy, is indeed a complex and scientifically
challenging task. It has characteristics of a relevant scientific conditionality: to
research – by adequate scientific methods – decisive facts, necessary
developing processes, tendencies, and abundance of invisible, almost
imaginary. To offer a valid assessment of economic “truth”, financial
capabilities and realistic ways for building our economic-social reality toward
a modern society and relations prevailing therein. In this cognitive process,
research procedures and scientific verification of the results are decisive as
well. Our research activities showed that experiences from the Serbia’a past
and economic facts about it did not “pass” scientific criticism and comparative
analysis.
Another important motive of this work is a relevant responce to a
scientific challenge: on what principles to “build” a modern approach to
research of economic processes of capital in Serbia, in their historical flow,
contemporariness and future?
In this very complex task, we relied upon two decisive sources: a)
our several-decade results of scientific-research activities, plenteousness
of other facts and scientific truths, and b) cognitive contents of reality and
future of Serbia in world flows of capital and economy. Hence for long
the working title of these activities was “Capital and economic processes”.

Before the reader here is a work which contains a synthesis of results of
scientific processing of what is crucial – essential when speaking about Serbia
in processes of capital. Here is also the elaboration of system of hypotheses
and essence of research activity which marks our civilization, democratic,
economic epoch. Since this is about the evolution of modern world, we
studied the most important entities, interconnections, conditionality and
numerous contradictions. We tried to be “concise, persuasive and lucid”.
We recognized progressive intentions of our epoch, which various
forms and shapes, “inevitabilities” and “intentness” spread, as we, the Serbs,
would say, as a necklace of pearls. In different times, on all continents, on all
meridians.
Serbia, South-East Europe, “post-socialism”, Europe, international
economic processes and capital flows – all of them are analytically presented
in this book, to help a reader, a researcher, everybody who catch sight of some
global secrets, to understand the time and flows behind us and to realize the
facts which no one can “pass by” in future. By using the “sharpest”
expressions, we tried to avoid any idealism of accelerated virtualities of the
present (both ours and the world ones).
In the capital processes in the past and in the beginning of this century,
Serbia was, and still is, a large blanc spot. Particularly from the aspect of its
capital, the economic history of Serbia was not easy at all. Quite the opposite.
Even to-day it remained permeated with absence of relevant accessions.
Certain phases of the analyzed economic reality in particular. There is an
abundance of scientific and analytic works which brilliantly and “in-depth
scientifically” presented certain periods. However, the essential link of key
segments, its potentials, all worlds capital flows of that time, is missing. The
assessment of (un)success of certain phases of development in the past
centuries and in the first years of this one.

The book which I offer to the reader does not speak about the past.
Furthermore, it is against the mystification which a conservative and a
reactioner summons “from the past”. Therefore in the contents one should
recognize the force of inevitability, the force of future… and also what is
developmental, economic, legal… which are signified facts of progress. We
proved, I hope, that what is formally new or what constitutes the world of
reality is not, by itself, also the sense of the future world.
In the world packed with accumulated contradictions and real problems,
the actual economic situation of Serbia is a starting moment, a condition for
assessments, for breaking down the possibilities, it is that little link to realities
of the most modern economic processes. There are no in advance determined
views or possibilities dependable on qualitative variance of our potentials.
In considering the prevailing economic processes, we noted that the
presented facts and qualitative indicators about Serbia (as well as about the
ruling political polygon for measurement of everything) in the plenty of
scientific works, neglected dependences of all sorts (historical, actual
contextual, international, etc) with flows of contemporariness of capital. These
errors are not only the ones based on scientific rules, research and analyses,
but also those that lie in the sphere of the actual policy towards Serbia (and in
it).
In these volumes, in was indeed the easiest to prove the ruling forces of
Serbia’s sinking, not only from the aspect of our capital, not only recognizing
the complex flows of capital in Serbia’s past, not only under the “given
wings” of economic policy which subordinates the actual reality to general
principles of world rule. But, with realities of “conditions of living and
capital” which, independently of the persistent force of confrontation, lead to
bleeding the country’s resources white by overall action of governing forces,
same as in other examples of greedy intentions for personal gain.
Unbelievable in world civilization.

It is difficult to disappoint all those who present the ruling situation of
our reality as the only salvage, or use it in “their own defence” as the galactic
living principles. Critical assessment of that (and such) reality and interpreted
possibilities are nevertheless present in this book. They do not dominate the
contents, but they were unavoidable. As a call to mind and self-waking.
The promised land becomes a discretional property, without measuring
the performances of all those who had its destiny at their disposal and who are
now its lords. From this aspect, the future of Serbia is extremely uncertain.
Subjective impressions give incentives to possibilities of “unmeasured
progressive dimensions” and in the same time direct us to eager and economic
(not only from the aspect of capital) possibilities for crash of Serbia.
Explanation of these processes would probably be incomplete without
general characteristics of centurial condition, presence and (maybe) future.
These are the most important defects of knowledge on reality in flows of
capital and its intentions. These tendencies were packed (and still they are)
with non-economic processes as termites that “create their history
themselves”.
From that aspect, it was important to consider in the first volume the
characteristics of contemporary changes from the aspect of modernity of
capital, which understand a serial of theoretical reviews related to actual
economic processes in Serbia.
Second and third volumes are created as an empirical base and
normative and ideological processes of our misconceptions. As an
“expensively paid experience” in past, but also as our incapability to view the
flows of capital and Serbia therein.
This (sort of) written triptych represents the economic developmental
picture of Serbia.

The contents of the book reflects all the dramatics of the economy of
capital in Serbia. But also how the capital itself became the force of progress
toward contemporariness. Our citizens understood that. Science did not. Why?
The essence of these and many other replies can be seen from this book.
But first of all, this book offers a scientific assessment of the reality and of
new chances of Serbia in processes of capital, progress, development, future.
Economic processes of capital are historical legacy of Serbia and its
centurial and future chance.
This is what this book is devoted to.

Prof. Dr Sreten Sokić
Belgrade, November 14th, 2007

